version 1.0.1.36

Bitbucket changelog
- Added timeout when connect BB to Mattermost
- Added ignore properties annotations to accommodate MM API
- Added pagination server side
- Added info message if teams table is empty
- Added help icons behaviour
- Added policy info to project channels and repository channels
- Added manual synchronization between Mattermost and BB
- Added scheduled synchronization between Mattermost and BB
- Added synchronization logs
- Added new page to show synchronization logs
- Added new section to configure scheduled synchronization interval and synchronization logs to keep saved in DB
- Added new configuration type for teams and channels
- Added toggle in Advanced Features to enable or disable channels and teams that have a default configuration
- Added buttons in Teams Settings to enable/disable/reset teams and channels
- Added detailed metrics for synchronization
- Added MM debug client logging
- Removed useless logs
- Removed MM client logging
- Fixed some minor bugs
- Fixed some UI bugs
- Fixed notifications
- Improve ordering and filtering in tables